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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION  
A. Background 
One of the ways to describe about human life is doing a literary work. It talks 
about human with all the complexities of human’s life issues. Basically, literature is 
an activity of expressing, feeling, thought, ideas, spirits, beliefs, and other 
expressions that used language as the basic elements (Nurgiantoro, 2002:12). 
However, literary work is an imitation, or reflection, or representation of the world 
and human life, and the primary criterion applied to a work is that of the truth of its 
representation to the objects it represents, or should represent (Abrams, 1981:37). 
Literature has the variety of kinds which is different to be defined. It depends on 
point of view of literary work. Simply, good literature recreates the sense of life it is 
weight and texture (Teew, 1988: 237). Based on the explanation above, writer 
concludes that the literature as a masterpiece has the understanding of more 
circumstantial, not only as the illusive story from the authors but also from their 
creativity in digging and managing ideas of mind. Most of them use mental 
experience which contained deep feeling and moral value of human being related 
with real life. Inside of literature, we can see any social problem in society with 
several approaches or theories. However, social problem that mostly exists as the 
issue in our life is human trafficking. Every country has faced this problem as the 
biggest problem that increases each time. Based on Tiurukanova (2006: 12), over the 
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last fifteen to twenty years, human trafficking and other forms of exploitation and 
slavery has been exacerbated by world-wide developments. Fhuther Diyanayati 
(2009: 1) states human trafficking that mostly the victims are women and children 
has happened for long time as well as suffered and changed of form and patterned the 
victims during time. Besides the number of victims increases largely, it turns out the 
traffickers becoming neat and difficult to be detected, therefore it has been difficult to 
be found.  
Relating to the good literature recreates the sense of life, human trafficking is 
expressed in literary work such as movie. According to Syahlan (2009; 7) movie is a 
motion picture as a genre of art entertainment, the exhibition of a motion picture, and 
a motion as industry. Based on the statement above, movie is considered to be an 
important art form, a source of popular entertainment and powerful method for 
education or indoctrination citizen. 
According to United Nation in Tiurukanova (2006: 15), human trafficking 
carried out for the purpose of exploitation. The exploitation shall include the 
exploitation of others for prostitution or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced 
labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of 
organs. Which the actions include recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or 
receipt of persons by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of 
abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of 
vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the 
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consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of 
exploitation.  
Within Islam itself, as is confirmed in a hadith text, perpetrators of crimes of 
trafficking in persons regarded as enemies of God Almighty. In a text Hadith Qudsi 
narrated by Imam Bukhari that Allah Swt said: 
 ْمϬ˵˵مْص˴خ ˴ا˴نأ ˲ة˴˴شلا˴ش : َّاللَّ ˴ل˴اق : ˴˴ل˴اق مϠسϭ هيϠع هللّاىϠص ِّ˶يΒَّϨلا ْن˴ع هϨع هاللَّ ˴ي˶ض˴ر ˴Γ˴رْير˵ه ْي˴بأ ْن˴ع
 ْ˴وت ْ˴سف ا˱ري˶ج ˴أ ˴ر˴ج ˴أتْسا ˲ل˵ج˴رϭ˴ ˵˴هϨ˴˴مث ˴ل˴˴ك˴أفا˱ر˴ح ˴ع˴اب ˲ل˵ج˴رϭ˴ ˴ر˴د˴غ َّ˵مث ˶يب ى˴طْ˴عأ ˲ل˵ج˴ر ˶ة˴م ˴ا˶يقْلا ϡ˴˴وي
 ˵ϩ ˴رْ˴جأ ˶طْ˵عي ْ˴ملϭ˴ ˵هϨْ˶م˴ىف 
"There are three groups of people who later in the day of Judgment will 
become My enemy; people who swear on My name and traitors, people who trade an 
independent person, and those who employ someone but did not give his wages when 
he had finished his work fulfilling." (Sahih Bukhari, No.2227 and 2270). 
Based on the Hadith Qudsi, Writers analyzes of the threat is absolutely much 
deeper, than just a sin or immoral. It refers an equality rule in our life. With this 
equality principle, Islam requires everybody to respect for humanity and forbid all 
forms of injustice among human being. And the relation about conclusion above 
(Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein.2015) gives statement about this problem: All human beings 
are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and 
conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. 
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The Whistleblower movie was inspired by real events, and released a 
promotional trailer on June 2, 2011, the film subsequently premiered on August 5 for 
a limited release in six theatres, grossing a total of $1.124,966. It was released on 
DVD on January 15, 2012. The Whistleblower received several awards and 
nominations, such as, award as whisler film festival in 2010, As seattle international 
film festival in 2011, and in 2012 received an award as genie awards in best picture 
category. Writer or director Larysa Kondracki's intense docudrama told the tale of an 
American policewoman who uncovered evidence of human trafficking while assisting 
a U.N. peacekeeping mission in Bosnia. Shortly after Nebraska cop Kathy Bolkovac 
(Rachel Weisz) arrived in Bosnia, The hand of Commission, Madeleine Rees 
(Vanessa Redgrave) promoted her to the U.N.'s Gender Office, where she begins 
studying sexual-assault cases. But when Kathy discovered that her fellow 
peacekeepers are involved in a human-trafficking ring which all victims are women, 
the ensuing controversy makes her the target of some very powerful and incredibly 
ruthless people. 
The social problem of this movie exposed about human trafficking which 
making women as victims and it becomes one reason why this movie need to be 
analyzed in this research. The writer focuses on the kinds of women trafficking in the 
movie then describes how women trafficking happed in the movie 
Based on the statement above, the writer is interested in conducting a research 
under the title: Women Trafficking in Larysa Kondracki’s The Whistleblower Movie. 
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B. Problem Statement  
In relation to the statement above, the writer formulates some research 
questions as follows: 
1. What are the components of women trafficking in the movie The 
Whistleblower? 
2. What is the process of trafficking in the movie The Whistleblower? 
C. Objective of the Research  
Based on the problem statements above, the writer concludes a research which 
aims at finding out the description of: 
1. To know what are the components of women trafficking in the movie The 
Whistleblower 
2. To know what the process of women trafficking in the movie The 
Whistleblower 
D. Significant of the Research  
The outcomes of study are expected to give contribution for: 
1. The readers; this research may give information to the people who want to 
increase their knowledge about social issue especially in human 
trafficking where women are always being victims in literature study. 
2. The other writers; this research can be a reference for other writers about 
human trafficking in literature study. 
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3. Sociological aspect; it gives some information about the real condition of 
what happened in Bosnia which can be found in the movies such as social 
condition, political aspect, etcetera. 
E. Scope of Research 
Based on the explanation above, the scope of this study is to focus on 
analyzing the components and the processes of women trafficking in the 
Whistleblower movie by using Tiurukanova in The Russian Federation theory. 
(2006:15) 
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 CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED THEORY  
A. Previous Findings 
Before doing this research, there have been some researches which had 
already done the related research. They researched about trafficking issues. 
The related researches are: 
Syamsuddin (2015), The Violence of Human Trafficking from Indonesia: A 
Case Study in Penang, Malaysia. In his research, he investigated violence 
experienced by the victim of human trafficking from Indonesia in Penang. This study 
was qualitative research involved nine informants by using in-depth interview, study 
of documentation and observation. Findings of study are divided into several themes 
namely the actors and kinds of violence. Actors are agent, costumer, and employer. 
While the kinds of violence such as physical, physiological, economic, social, and 
emotional.    
Diyanayati (2009), Permasalahan Trafficking di Batam. This study 
investigated trafficking problem in Batam. It was explorative research that exploring 
what trafficking caused in Batam and what social network needed to solve that 
problem involved 30 women as victims of human trafficking. However, the analysis 
of research showed that the cause of trafficking in Batam was economic factor 
involved poorness and lack of jobs in their villages. Besides the social network 
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needed to recover them in physical and physiological aspects, they needed supplying 
skill to find legal jobs.  
Tiurukanova (2006), Human trafficking in the Russian Federation: Inventory 
and Analysis of the Current Situation and Responses. This study focused on the 
current situation and responses to trafficking in human beings in the Russian 
federation. It was qualitative and quantitative. However, the report tackled the extent, 
nature and origins of trafficking, providing a description of high risk groups, patterns 
used to attract potential victims, and trafficking routes. The report gave an overview 
of current responses to trafficking and examines roles of different governmental and 
non-governmental stakeholders, as well as prevention and assistance programmers, 
relevant legislation and its application in practice. Besides, a key goal of the research 
was for formulating a holistic and comprehensive approach to the problem of human 
trafficking.  
The similarity between previous findings and this research is human 
trafficking issue as the object of these researches. While the difference of those 
researches is that the subjects itself. Their researches have analyzed the issues in the 
field (study case) which means the first research focused on violence of human 
trafficking from Indonesia in Penang, Malaysia. The second research talked about 
human trafficking in Batam. The last research was to obtain and present a clear 
picture of the overall situation regarding human trafficking in Russia as an origin, 
transit, and destination country. In this research the writer is going to analyze human 
trafficking which all the victims are women in movie as literary work. 
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B. Human Trafficking 
1. Definition  
In the past, human trafficking has attracted the attention of the international 
community and individual states on more than one occasion. Based on Tiurukanova 
(2006: 11), Anti-trafficking legislation is comprised of an array of international 
conventions and declarations calling for all states to unite in their efforts to combat all 
forms of slavery, including that of human trafficking.  
The term of “trafficking” defined by various national and international 
organizations has many different universal understandings of the concept. In 1949, 
United Nation had limited trafficking that only in exploitation of prostitution purpose. 
Then the convention of elimination of all forms of discrimination against women of 
the UN in 1979 was focused on the issue of elimination trafficking and exploitation 
of women prostitution, but there is a step forward for women's rights in the context of 
prostitution (Diyanayati, 2009: 14-15). Along the above definition, Darwin defines 
trafficking as the transporting and transferring people across the State border for 
working by way of means of violence, abuse of authority of a person who has a 
dominant position, servitude, fraud or other forms of coercion (cited in Tukiran, 
2002: 23). 
Although there are several definitions developed in the community, there is a 
definition that is most widely accepted internationally. It is given by United Nation in 
the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially 
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Women and Children. “Trafficking in persons” shall mean the recruitment, 
transportation, transfer, harbour or receipt of persons by means of the threat or use of 
force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of 
power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or 
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the 
purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of 
the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or 
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs 
(Tiurukanova, 2006: 12). 
According to explanations above, the writer concludes that at least there are 
some important things that not only viewed to the recruitment, transportation, and 
transfer processes, but also related to the condition of exploitation that experienced by 
the victim. Based on Maryam in Nuh (2005: 9), at least there are three main elements 
so that an action can be categorized as human trafficking related to processes, 
methods and objectives. 
2. The components of women trafficking 
The important thighs that we should be underlined are purpose component 
itself. It is about exploitation which the victims are women. Based on Tiurukanova in 
The Russian Federation (2006:15) human trafficking contains three related 
components as follows:  
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a. Actions: the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receiving 
of women; 
b. Means: threat or use of force, other forms of coercion, abduction, fraud, 
deception, abuse of power or a position of vulnerability, giving or 
receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person 
having control over women; and 
c. Purpose: exploitation including, as a minimum, the exploitation of women 
for prostitution or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or 
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal 
of organs. 
        According to explanations above, the writer concludes that human 
trafficking are all kinds of coercion with threats violation of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms, such as: slavery, fraud, and all other forms of coercion with 
the aims of exploitation, as sexual exploitation, work or forced service, and servitude 
or the removal of organs.  
The relation statement above (United Nation: 1996)  give limited about the 
components of women trafficking:  
Trafficking of children,  child prostitution,  child pornography,  exploitation of 
child labor,  Sexual mutilation of girls,  the involvement of children in armed conflict, 
slavery, human trafficking, trafficking in human organs,  exploitation for prostitution,  
a number of activities under the apartheid regime and colonialism. 
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3.  Definition of women trafficking. 
Actually there was no discussion stating the definition of Women trafficking but  
most victims of trafficking are women and children with the purpose of sexual 
exploitation, the authors define on woman trafficking is practice of slavery whose 
victims are predominantly women with the propose sex of exploitation.(Frank 
Laczko: 2002 ) Presence elements of "deception" and "coercion" is an essential 
element in Trafficking in persons. 
4. The Causes of Human Trafficking  
Human trafficking has many different causes and has been constantly changing. It 
depends on problem that they get in social environment. Simply, United Nation in 
Tiurukanova (2006: 32) classifies the causes of human trafficking as follows (see 
table 2.1):  
Table 2.1 Classification High At-Risk Groups based on Forms of Exploitation 
used in Human Trafficking 
Form of Exploitation Risk Groups 
Sexual Exploitation 1. Young women especially those with low levels 
of education 
2. Unemployed and those engaged in commercial 
sex work 
3. Individuals with low incomes and migrants 
4. Children especially those from families in cries 
and in children’s homes 
Labour Exploitation (slave 
labour) 
1. Young and middle-aged men and women, 
especially those with low education levels 
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2. Migrants 
3. Unemployed 
4. Homeless 
5. Children from families in crises and those 
without parental supervision 
Begging 1. Children from families in crises and those 
without parental supervision 
2. Disabled 
3. Homeless 
4. Mothers with a number of children 
5. Single mother 
Illegal adoption 1. Social vulnerable families (e.g. families with 
problems of alcoholism or domestic violence, 
etcetera) 
2. Low-income families 
The table shows that the most dominant factors that increase human 
trafficking are cultural, economical and educational background. The cultural 
backgrounds which make the human trafficking occur are lacking of family roles, 
being homeless, broken home and etcetera. Then, low-income families as the 
economical factor cause the human trafficking because they are willing to work 
anything without thinking of the risks. In addition, low level education makes human 
trafficking exist because they do not know about the risk of human trafficking that 
they are taking.  
According to Diyanayati (2009: 22-24), the causes of trafficking could be 
different conditions and problems which involve in lack of awareness; poorness; 
desire to be rich quickly; and cultural background such as women role in family, 
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children role in family, early marriage, debt bondage, lack of  birth disfigurement, 
lack of education, corruption and lack of law. Related of discussions above, a result 
research of LPA explained that the method and the way used by trafficker is 
purposing the lack of children and women awareness with pledging them to get better 
jobs and high-incomes (Nuh, 2005: 50). 
Based on the explanations above, the writer indicates there are several factors 
that can increase the human trafficking especially for the women as the victims. 
Three causes of women trafficking such as economical, educational, and cultural 
factors. The poorness and desire to be rich quickly are factors to increase trafficking. 
That condition is related by strongly desire to improve income. Eventually, they 
would like to work or become immigrant, but because of less of information about 
the work that they would like to take, they face the risk to become trafficking victims. 
The last factor supporting trafficking is cultural background. Perhaps, lack of law, the 
trafficker has big opportunity to find victim easily.   
5.  The Process of human trafficking 
 Human trafficking is a transnational organized crime using various method to 
catch their victims neatly. While the process of human trafficking has long happened 
as well as undergo a change of form in plunges their victims, then it makes the 
number of victims increase dramatically and it turns out the form of tissue become 
very neat. 
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 According to Diyanayati (2009: 60), there are several process usually 
accomplished by trafficker: 
a. Perekrutan calon tenaga kerja oleh pengerah tenaga kerja illegal berdasarkan 
laku jual dan mudah ditipu, yaitu melalui pemilihan daerah daerah surplus 
tenaga kerja, daerah daerah miskin (penghasilan rendah, keterbatasan 
pendidikan, banyaknya jumlah tanggungan keluarga), usia calon tenaga kerja 
relatif muda, atau berstatus janda. 
b. Keputusan calon tenaga kerja untuk menjadi migrant ke luar daerah/negeri 
sebagian adalah unsur paksaan, rayuan atau penipuan. 
c. Terjadi pemalsuan dokumen pada calon tenaga kerja terutama pada usia dan 
alamat tempat tinggal. 
d. Kurangnya informasi dan pahaman tentang jenis pekerjaan, upah atau gaji 
yang akan diterima, tempat atau Negara yang akan dituju, dan kontrak kerja. 
e. Biaya pengeriman calon tenaga kerja sampai dengan tujuan dibebankan pada 
calaon tenaga kerja dengan cara tidak menerima gaji sampai dengan waktu 
tertentu (eksplotasi ekonomi) 
        Referring on explanation above, the writer reveals that the process of human 
trafficking activity was looking for, sending victims, moving, accommodating or 
receiving labor threat, violence or to that form of kidnapping, cheating, beating, and 
using the ignorance with the aim of slavery and exploitation. 
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C. Phenomena of Human Trafficking in Bosnia 
             Phenomena of human trafficking in Bosnia and Herzegovina were iceberg 
phenomenon. It is difficult to estimate the case of human trafficking surely, if  the 
review of human trafficking occurring in Bosnia and Herzegovina the last few years 
was caused by the economic crisis after the war that had happened, in conditions that 
triggered by construction social political like this. Phenomena of human trafficking 
become one of the most horrible caused by the limited forms of employment for the 
community.  
            Human trafficking is a serious crime against humanity and becomes one of the 
most flagrant violation forms of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Every 
country in the world is affected by trafficking whether as a country of origin, transit 
or destination for the victims. Bosnia and Herzegovina as a source destination, and 
transit country for men, women, children, and persons with developmental disabilities 
subjected to sex exploitation, Bosnian women are subjected to sex trafficking within 
the country in private residences, and gas stations. While boys and girls are subjected 
to forced labor, including forced begging and forced marriage by local organized 
criminal groups. 
 Bosnia and Herzegovina is primarily source for women trafficked within the 
country for commercial sexual exploitation, though it is also a destination and transit 
country for women trafficked to Western Europe for the same purpose. Some victims 
from Serbia, Ukraine, Moldova, Romania, Iraq, and Russia are trafficked into Bosnia 
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and Herzegovina via Serbia or Montenegro for commercial sexual exploitation. 
Internal trafficking continued to increase in 2008, as the majority of identified victims 
were Bosnian, and more than half of them were children. There were reports that 
some girls, particularly Roma, were trafficked for the purpose of forced marriage. 
Reports of Roma children trafficked for forced labor continued (full country report) 
U.S. State Dept Trafficking in Persons Report on June 2009. 
 Based on the explanations above, the writer concludes that the phenomena of 
human trafficking occurring in Bosnia and Herzegovina constitutes a crime humanity 
that cannot be tolerated. Emergence has destroyed life, because of the violation of 
human rights, among other: the personal freedom, the right not to be tortured, 
enslaved, recognized as personal with the same standing before the law, and others. 
Automatically this offense will have an impact on the physical abuse, psychic, sexual, 
economy and culture. 
D. Phenomena of Human Trafficking in Indonesia 
Human trafficking is very serious social problems are increasingly growing many 
victims, these crimes more to women and children. Basically, human trafficking is a 
crime that cannot be tolerated because it contains elements of bondage and violate 
human rights as stated in the Declaration of Universal Human Rights 1948. Human 
trafficking specially for women and children had been very often happened and has 
developed a highly organized pattern special in Indonesia. Dutch Advosory Council 
(1992) Providing the definition of the concept of trafficking wider which is sending 
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people from one place to another  that makes him to be in power which abuse law of 
another person by means of force or threat of force or by diverting the authority given 
to another person or mislead others. 
          The phenomenon of Human Trafficking in Indonesia is a criminal act that very 
often we have encountered anywhere, besides their pattern very neatly, it’s made us 
cheated and do not realize its existence, other than in the State victim of trafficking is 
also sold out country. Base on the data consortium defenders Indonesian migrant 
workers (Kopbumi) sepanjang tahun 2001 ada sebanyak 74. 616 tenaga kerja 
Indonesia diluar negeri menjadi korban Trafficking. Departemen tenaga kerja pada 
tahun 2002 memperkirakan sekitar 500.000 orang Indonesia bekerja di luar Negeri, while 
reports (NGOs) Korban mencapai 1,4 juta sampai 2,1 juta termasuk yang tidak 
terdokumentasikan. The depiction above explains the enormous potential of human 
trafficking abroad. While the number of victims trafficked in Indonesia, Based on 
(Hamim, 2004), sampai saat ini korban trafficking di Indonesia telah mencapai 
40.000 orang dengan korban terbanyak adalah perempuan dan anak. The amount of 
data that has been described above is not the actual number and more of victims who 
have not been identified. Based on (US Department of Justice, 2002) said Indonesia 
does not have a law against all forms of trafficking in persons. 
  (KOMPAS, 2002) Dalam suatu negara hukum, adanya peraturan yang 
menjadi dasar untuk melakukan pencegahan dan penanggulangan suatu perbuatan 
yang tercela dan merugikan memang merupakan suatu hal yang mutlak, Pada 
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kenyataannya Indonesia memang belum mempunyai peraturan hukum yang khusus 
untuk menanggulangi human trafficking. Akan tetapi terlepas dari penilaian tentang 
kesungguhan pemerintah dalam menangani masalah human trafficking. 
 Actually there was no discussion stating the definition of Women trafficking 
but  most victims of trafficking are women and children with the purpose of sexual 
exploitation, the authors define on woman trafficking is practice of slavery whose 
victims are predominantly women with the propose sex of exploitation. 
E. Sociological Literary Approach  
One type of literary criticism is sociological approach which analyzes both 
how the social functions in literature and how literature works in society. It also 
examines literature in the culture, economic and political context in which it is 
written or received, exploring the relationships between the artist and society. 
Based on Abrams in Halifah (2013: 15) stated that sociology of literature 
however is applied only to be the writings of those historians and critics whose 
primary, and sometimes exclusive, interest in the ways that the constitution and form 
of literary work are affected by such circumstance as its authors class status, gender, 
and political and other interest; the ways of thinking and feeling characteristic of its 
era; the economic conditions of the writer profession and the publication and 
distribution of books; and the social class, conceptions and values of the audience to 
which an author addresses the literary product or to which it is made available. 
Besides, sometimes it examines the artist’s society to better understand the author’s 
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literary work and other times it may examine the representation of such societal 
elements within the literature itself (John in Halifah, 2012: 15). 
Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that the sociology of 
literature is a specialized area of study which focuses in its attention upon the relation 
between a literary work and the social structure in which it is created. It reveals that 
the existence of a literary creation has determined social situations. By analyzing the 
social condition in literary work, it becomes interesting because the others can know 
the social condition which influences a literary work. 
F. Movie  
Movies are in integral part of modern culture. Before they were invented, only 
plays were performed on stage in the presence of live audiences. The introduction of 
film in the early part of the twentieth century stirred much discussion regarding the 
merits of both stage and film. 
Movie is firstly created in 1895 by Lumiere Brothers, Lumiere Louis (1864-
1948) and Auguste (1862-1954). Then in 1899, George Melies began to show movie 
with style editing whose title Trip to the Moon. In 1902, Edwin peter made a movie 
whose title Life Of in American Fireman (Evantriana 2011). According to Syahlan 
(2009:7) movie is a motion picture as a genre of art entertainment, the exhibition of 
a motion picture, and a motion as an industry. She assumed that movie is considered 
to be an important art form, a source of popular entertainment and powerful method 
for educating or indoctrination citizens. Movie (cinema) is cinematographie that 
come from cinema (movement), tho or phytos (light) and graphie or grhap (writing, 
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picture, and image). By this definition we can say that movie is drawing movement 
with light. 
Based on explanation above, the writer concludes that movie is an instrument 
to deliver various messages to the public by a story. In addition movie can be 
interpreted as artistic expressed media for all artists and film’s people to express their 
concept and idea.  
Related to the literature, based on Zepetnek (1998:82), the relationship of 
cinema and literature by focusing on realism will be useful. Further, in both media, 
cinema and literature, realism exists as continuous element of expressions and 
technique as well as a historical period.  
A literary work has two basically structures such as extrinsic and intrinsic. 
Extrinsic element is also known as extrinsic factors influence the literary works. It is 
usually becomes a causal explanation for some description, analysis, and evaluation 
of a literary work. Thus, critics may use extrinsic factors as an approach to make a 
criticism towards any literary works.  
G. Synopsis Of Whistleblower Movie 
            The Whistleblower is a 2010 thriller film directed by Larysa Kondracki and 
starring Rachel Weisz. Kondracki and Eilis Kirwan wrote the screenplay, which was 
inspired by the story of Kathryn Bolkovac, a Nebraska police officer who was 
recruited as a United Nations peacekeeper for DynCorp International in post-
war Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1999. While there, she discovered a sex 
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trafficking ring serving (and facilitated by) DynCorp employees, with the 
UN's SFOR peacekeeping force turning a blind eye. Bolkovac was fired and forced 
out of the country after attempting to shut down the ring. She took the story to BBC 
News in England and won a wrongful-dismissal lawsuit against DynCorp. 
Kathryn Bolkovac is a police officer from Lincoln, Nebraska, who accepts an 
offer to work with the United Nations International Police in post-war Bosnia-
Herzegovina for a UK company, Democra Security (a pseudonym for DynCorp 
International). After successfully advocating for a Muslim woman who experienced 
domestic abuse, Kathryn is appointed head of the department of gender affairs.  
Raya, a young Ukrainian woman, and her friend Luba are sold to a Bosnian 
sex-trafficking ring by a relative. Raya escapes with Irka, another girl forced into 
prostitution, and they are sent to a women's shelter for victims of human trafficking. 
While investigating their case, Kathryn uncovers a large-scale sexual slavery ring 
utilized by international personnel (including Americans). She persuades Raya and 
Irka to testify against their traffickers in court, guaranteeing their safety; however, an 
indifferent UN official drops Irka at the border between Bosnia and Serbia when she 
cannot produce a passport. A corrupt peacekeeper tips off the traffickers, and Raya is 
recaptured and tortured. Although Kathryn rescues Irka from the woods, the latter is 
too afraid to proceed with the trial. 
When she brings the scandal to the attention of the UN, Kathryn discovers that 
it has been covered up to protect lucrative defense and security contracts. However, 
she finds allies in her investigation: Madeleine Rees, head of the Human Rights 
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Commission, and internal-affairs specialist Peter Ward. When Raya is found dead, 
Kathryn sends an email to fifty senior mission personnel detailing her findings, but 
she is then fired from her job. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH   
A. Method of Research  
The writer used descriptive qualitative method in this research. It aims to 
describe the data about women trafficking in The Whistleblower movie. According to 
Aminuddin in Arifuddin, qualitative descriptive method is to analyze the form of 
description, not a number or coefficient of relationship between variables (2014:20) 
B. Source of Data 
The sources of data in this research will be the movie whose title “The 
Whistleblower”, the movie was released in 2010, directed by Larysa Kondracki, and 
its duration is 1 hour 31 minutes 07 seconds.  
C. Instrument of the Research 
 In this research, the writer used note taking as an instrument. Note taking is a 
method in assembling data required by using note cards to write down the data found 
from source of data (Ray in Arifuddin, 2014:20). In order to find the data easily, the 
writer wrote down the part of dialog which shows the result of the problem of this 
research. 
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D. Procedures of Data Collection 
 Procedure of data collection that researcher did: 
1.  The writer watched the movie carefully and repeatedly. 
2. The writer identified the movie to find out the women trafficking issue.   
3. The writer wrote down the cards about the women trafficking topics of the 
movie. Then, watching the movie and taking notes about the finding in the 
movie. The researcher divided the cards into two colors such as the red card 
refers to the kinds of women trafficking of the movie and the blue card 
refers to the causes of women trafficking of the movie. 
4. The writer classified women trafficking topics of the movie related to kinds 
and causes of women trafficking as sociological aspect. 
E. Technique of Data Analysis 
 The data analyzed by using United Nation in Tiurukanova about human 
trafficking which contains three related components as actions, means, and purpose, 
while the process of women trafficking, the writer will be describing by using United 
Nation in Tiurukanova such as recruitment, transportation, and transfer, receiving of 
women. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
There are two sections in this chapter, namely findings and 
discussions. In the findings section, the writer would like to present all the 
data that have been found in movie The Whistleblower. The writer explains 
about the components of women trafficking and the process of women 
trafficking happen in the movie. 
A. Findings 
In this research, the writer presents the finding based on 
Tiurukanova in The Russian Federation. The findings are divided into two 
parts, which consist of the components of Women trafficking and the process 
of women trafficking happen in the movie. 
The components of women trafficking are divided into three parts 
Such as action, means, and purpose. 
1. The components of women trafficking. 
 Based on Tiurukanova in The Russian Federation (2006:15) human 
trafficking contains three related components as follows: Actions, Means, and 
Purpose.  
A. Action is divided into four parts such as: recruitment, transportation, transfer, and 
receiving in women, but after analysis the movie the writer only found three 
components such as: 
26 
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a. Recruitment  
In the datum 1 the conversation: 
Roman: big smile, big smile, what will you say at the border ? 
Raya: I am Natalyaa..Victim: I am Natalya Verbova, I am going to 
Budapest to buy carpets for reselling. (The Whistleblower 
movie/D1/00:03:19- 00:03:36) 
 The conversation above explain about the chronology when Roman as 
trafficker mislead Raya and Luba about some job at the hotel, the time Raya 
and Luba must take picture for passport because Roman will be make new 
identity for them, so they can across the border and work at the hotel. 
b. Transportation. 
In the datum 2, the conversation: 
Victim: when we come through checkpoint, he drives the van. 
Khety: what ? 
Victim: him, he was the driver. 
Khety: this man drove you in a van across the border into Bosnia? (The 
Whistleblower movie/D2/0:03:33- 00:03:45). 
The conversation above explain about the chronology when Khety make 
investigation in Zenica, and looking for information about how and where the 
victims bringing for by the trafficker. 
c. Transfer.  
I the datum 3, the conversation: 
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Victim: when we come through checkpoint, he drives the van. 
Khety: what ? 
Victim: him, he was the driver. 
Khety: this man drove you in a van across the border into Bosnia? (The 
Whistleblower movie/D3/0:03:33- 00:03:45). 
 The conversation above explain about the complicity IPTF that usually 
bringing the victims across the border for sex trafficking, and it’s one of the 
components of women trafficking that used by traffickers to move the victims 
to the aim place 
B. Means divided into six parts as follow: threat or use of force, other forms of 
coercion, abduction, deception, abuse of power or a position of vulnerability, 
giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person 
having control over women, but after analysis the movie the writer only found 
five components such as: 
a. Threat or use force. 
In the datum 4, the conversation: 
Khety: Don’t look at these guys, 
Don’t be afraid of these guys. 
Just say you want to go, and I can walk you,  
Trafiker: No. 
Khety: Raya, I can walk you out of here, right now. 
You just have to say you want to go, that’s all. Don’t look at him, look 
at me. 
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Raya: No, no. (The Whistleblower movie/D4/01:22:15- 01:23:01) 
 The conversation above explain about the chronology when Khety 
make a raid at the Bar and tried to help all the victims in there, specially 
for Raya, but Raya felt afraid because the trafficker threaten Raya with 
glare. And the writer concluded that it’s the component of women 
trafficking. 
b. Forms of coercion. 
In the datum 5, the conversation: 
Khety: I have taken statement from women, describing theirs physical, 
psychological and emotional torture. (The Whistleblower 
movie/D5/01:30:38- 01:30:40)  
The Conversation on explain by khety above the chronology depiction of 
violence experienced by the victims when work be sex trafficking. And 
the writer concluded that forms of coercion are the one of component 
exist in women trafficking. 
c. Abduction  
In the datum 6, the conversation: 
   Trafiker: where’s the other girl ?, she’s not here, let’s go. (The     
 Whistleblower movie/D6/00:53:25- 00:53:30) 
  The conversation above explain about when the traffickers 
forcibly abducted Raya from Viko’s van because the trafficker will not let 
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Raya speak honest at corn and tried to make save their crime. And the 
writer concluded that abduction is the component of women trafficking. 
d. Abuse of  power or a position of vulnerability. 
In the datum 7,  the conversation. 
Khety: IPTF are actually trafficking girls and bringing them across the 
border, and it’s not just IPTF, this involves all kinds of internationals from 
military officers to diplomats. (The Whistleblower movie/D7/01:03:21- 
01:03:26) 
  The conversation above explain the recognition khety about the 
engagement iptf as a trafficker, which bringing the victims across the 
boder to be sex trafficking. And the writer concluded that it’s the 
component of women trafficking exist in this movie. 
e.  Giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a 
person having control over women. 
In the datum 8, the conversation: 
Clientele:  Ivan, come, how much do want me to pay for these girls, to 
take home? 
Ivan: you want to take home? 
 Clientele: yes. 
Ivan: it’s ten times normal, it’s three thousand each. (The Whistleblower 
movie/D8/01:16:13- 01:16:17) 
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  The conversation above explains about when the clientele make bid to 
Roman about how much he will be pay to take home the girl, and Roman as 
trafficker and have a authority of all the victims set a price to the victim for 
sell to clientele. And the writer concluded that the conversation above is the 
component of women trafficking. 
C. Purpose is divided into four parts as follow: exploitation including, as a 
minimum, the exploitation of women for prostitution or other forms of sexual 
exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, 
servitude or the removal of organs, but after analysis the movie the writer only 
found three components such as: 
 
a. Exploitation of women for prostitution 
In the datum 9, the conversation: 
Customer:  Ivan, come, how much do want me to pay for these girls, to 
       take home? 
Ivan: you want to take home? 
 Customer: yes. 
   Ivan: it’s ten times normal, it’s three thousand each. (The Whistleblower     
movie/D9/01:16:13- 01:16:37). 
 The conversation above explains about the Chronology of sales 
negotiation between Ivan and clientele, to make the victim to be prostitution. 
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The writer concluded that the conversation above is the component of the 
women trafficking. 
b. Force labour or service. 
In the datum 10, the conversation: 
Khety: on arriving in Bosnia, these women are sold, and force to provide 
sexual services. (The Whistleblower movie/D10/02:30:49- 02:30:50) 
 The conversations above explain about the describing by Khety about 
how the victim forced to sex service the military member in Bosnia. And 
the writer concluded that the Khety statement above is the component of 
women trafficking. 
c. Slavery or practice similar to slavery. 
In the datum 11, the conversation:  
Another player: She is Raya has bad infection, the nurse found objects 
  inside her. 
Khety: Excuse me? 
Another playar: Coins, like you saw, they are not prostitutes; they are 
slaves,  treated like dogs. (The Whistleblower movie/D11/00:32:14- 
00:33:49) 
The conversation above explain about how Raya get violence by the trafficker 
when be slave in place prostitution, the another  player also said that the 
chronology how Raya can get bad infection. And the writer concluded that the 
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conversation is the one of component of women trafficking happened in this 
movie 
2. The process of women trafficking. 
 The process of women trafficking is trick that use by trafficker to become the 
aspirant of victims to be victims, and this section the writer will be analyze by using 
Tiurukanova in The Russian Federation (2006:15)  theory specially in ACTION: such 
as: recruitment, transportation, transfer, and receiving of women.  
a. Recruitment is one of trick from the trafficker to catch their victims as like 
make lie to the victims, false news about some job, or even use force. In 
the  datum 12 describing the chronology how Roman as a trafficker make 
false news for recruits Raya and Luba to be sex trafficking, it was seen 
when Roman told to Raya and Luba about some job at the hotel, the 
conversation: 
 Raya : I have to get home. Mama’s gonna kill me. 
Luba : No, you are staying with me tonight. Roman wants us there at 
nine in the morning. Raya we’ve been over this. It’s just a few months 
working in a hotel. 
Raya : Yes, but…… 
Luba : you want work at a Copyshack like your mother? he said it 
was both of us or nothing! 
Raya : No. 
Luba : Fuck your Mom.(The Whistleblower movie/D12/00:01:09- 00:01:50) 
 The situation and condition of the conversation above  when Raya and 
Luba in the club and suddenly Raya want to go home because she tries to 
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obey her mother’s rules, because if Raya not go home, Raya’s mother will be 
angry with her, After Raya get home, her mom is very angry because Raya 
back home so late. It was made Raya’s mom said that Raya can do all of they 
want because she was adult and her mom don’t care about Raya again. It is 
making Raya feel sad and Raya decide to meet Luba again to accept the job 
offer from her uncle Roman, the next conversation: 
Roman: big smile, big smile, what will you say at the border? 
Raya : I am Natalyaa.. 
Luba: I am Natalya Verbova, I am going to Budapest to buy carpets for 
reselling.   
(The Whistleblower movie/D12/00:03:19- 00:03:36) 
The situation and condition this conversation above when Roman take 
facture passport, because Roman said Raya must use new identity, if she 
want work at the hotel, Roman also teach Raya about what will be she said 
at the border. But it’s only Roman’s trick to recruits Raya and Luba, because 
the reality Raya and Luba never work at the hotel but become sex 
trafficking. 
Base on the explanation above the writer concluded that recruitment is one 
of process of women trafficking. 
b. Transportation is the vehicles that use by traffickers to move the victims 
as like car, motorcycle, ship, and anything about of vehicles. In the datum 
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13 explain about the usually transports that used by trafficker to move the 
victims. It was seen when Khety make conversation with another victim and 
get several information that how the members of UN police using their van 
for transporting the victims across the border of Bosnia. It was seen in this 
conversation: 
Victim: when we come through checkpoint, he drives the van. 
Khety: what? 
Victim: he was the driver. 
Khety: this man drove you in a van across the border into Bosnia? 
Victims: yes.(The Whistleblower movie/D13/01:02:33- 01:03:45) 
 The situation and condition in this conversation Khety show a picture to 
 several victims and one of them told to Khety about the chronology the agent 
 of police bring them across the border by using a van.     
 Base on the explanation above the writer concluded that transportation is one 
 of process of women trafficking that exist in the whistleblower movie. 
a. Transfer is the one of way to sent out the victims from some place especially 
on the other victims who want to sell outside the city or the country, In 
Datum 13 describing about the witness of Khety about the trafficker that 
usually sent out the victims across the border, It was seen when Khety asked 
some victim when she was made investigation in Zenica,( place that receives 
victims),the conversation:  
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Khety: this man drove you in a van across the border into Bosnia? 
Victim: yes.  
(The Whistleblower movie/D14/01:02:33- 01:03:45) 
The situation Khety show same picture to victims. Victim said: Yes, he was 
the driver. Therefore, it can be concluded that transfer is one of process how 
women trafficking happened in this movie. 
 Base on findings above the writer conclude that women trafficking  has many 
different component but in this movie the writer only found eleven component such 
as: recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbour or receipt of persons by means of the 
threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, 
of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of 
payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another 
person, the exploitation for prostitution, forced labour or services, slavery or practices 
similar to slavery .While the process of women trafficking in Action are divided into 
four parts but the writer only found three process in this movie such as: recruitment, 
transportation, and transfer.  
 The explanation both the components and the process of women trafficking 
above the writer concluded that women trafficking is the organized crime that we 
have to anticipation in every time, because it contains elements of bondage and 
violence of human rights. 
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B. DISCUSSION 
  In the discussion section, the writer explains the data analysis that had been 
found in The Whistleblower movie. The writer was as viewer of these movies and 
identified the components of The Women Trafficking based on theories of 
Tiurukanova in Russian Federation. These theories divided the components of 
Women trafficking into three components; they are Action, Means, and Purpose. 
Then, the writer identified the process of women trafficking based on theory of 
Tiurukanova in Russian federation in Action of components. They recruitment, 
transportation, transfer, receiving of women, but based on the finding found, the 
writer only discusses three process of women trafficking; they were recruitment, 
transportation, and transfer. 
1. The components of women trafficking. 
Action is the component and process of women trafficking, because action discussion 
about the steps that used by the trafficker to snare the victims, and it’s divided into four 
parts as follow: recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receiving of 
women. 
b. Recruitment: is one way for trafficker to deceive or delude the victims, as 
misled the victims with wrong news or even in coercion, In Datum 1 and 12 
have same findings, but the deferent both the datum are the first datum 
discussion about the component of women trafficking, and in the datum 12 
discussion about the process of women trafficking and this conversation 
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explain how Roman as a trafficker give false evidence on the victims on bail 
work at the hotel, It was seen when Roman take some factures for passport and 
make lie to Raya(Raya Kochan/Natalya Verbora is Ukraine girl who was 
being sold by Roman her uncle to a sex trafficking ring)  and Luba(Luba is 
Raya’s friends from Ukraine) that there is some job at the hotel. The 
conversation described that how Roman recruit Raya and Luba, Roman said: 
smile, smile, smile, what will you say at the border? Raya: I am Natalya 
Verbova, I am going to Budapest to buy carpets for reselling.(The 
Whistleblower movie/D1,12/00:03:19- 00:03:36). 
 Roman is Raya’s uncle. He is someone who sold Raya and Luba in sex 
trafficker in Bosnia. He said that Raya and Luba will work in the Hotel but 
they must use new identity. 
 Base on the explanation above the writer concluded that recruitment is one of 
component and process that exist in women trafficking. 
c. Transportation: Are the vehicles that used by trafficker to send the victims. In 
Datum 2 and 13, have same data, but the deferent in the 2 discussion about 
component, and the datum 13 discussion about the process of women 
trafficking, explain about the usually transports used by trafficker to move the 
victims. It was seen when Khety make conversation with another victim and get 
several information that how the members of UN police using their van for 
transporting the victims across the border of Bosnia. It was seen when the 
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victim admit and said: When we come through checkpoint, he drives the 
van.(The Whistleblower movie/D2,D13/0:03:33- 00:03:45) 
 The victim tell to Khety how she was sent at the border by a Van. 
Base on the explanation above the writer conclude that transportation is the 
component and process that exist in the women trafficking. 
d. Transfer: is the one of way to carried out the victims from some place 
especially on the other victims who want to sell outside the city or the 
country, In Datum 3 and 14, have same data, but in the datum 3 discussion 
about component, and the datum 14 discussion about the process of women 
trafficking, and the conversation explain about the witness of Khety about the 
trafficker that usually carried out the victims across the border, It was seen 
when Khety asked some victim when she was made investigation in Zenica,( 
place that receives victims),Khety: this man drove you in a van across the 
border in to Bosnia ?(The Whistleblower movie/D3,D14/01:03:33- 
01:03:45) 
The situation Khety show same picture to victims. Victim said: Yes, he was 
the driver. Therefore, it can be concluded that transfer is one component  and 
process how women trafficking happened in this movie. 
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Base on the component and process in action above the writer only found three 
components and three process as follow: recruitment, transportation, and 
transfer.  
 Means is the form of exploitation by use force and violence, and it’s divided into six 
parts as follow: threat or use of force, other forms of coercion, abduction, deception, 
abuse of power or a position of vulnerability, giving or receiving of payments or 
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over women. 
a. Threat or use force: is one of the trick by the trafficker to make the victims 
scared and force them to do whatever they want, In Datum 4 in this section   
explain how Roman as a trafficker threatening with glare to Raya for not to 
leave the Bar, it was seen when Khety make raid at the Bar, the situation 
Khety tried to help all victims and tell to Raya to follow her, Khety  also 
promise to Raya to bring her home in Ukraine (Raya’s home) but before raid 
process finished, IPTF (local police) as a trafficker arrive at the Bar, After 
they came in that bar, they are threat Raya with glare because they are 
considered as a dissident although he didn’t tell Raya for not to leave the Bar, 
Raya felt afraid and decided not to follow Khety. Khety felt disappointed, she 
angry with IPTF who follow her in that bar and make Raya afraid to follow 
her, the conversation Khety said: don’t look at these guys, don’t be afraid of 
these guys. Just say you want to go, and I can walk you.(The Whistleblower 
movie/D4/01:22:15- 01:23:01) 
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The conversation above can be described how trafficker threatens the victim 
and it is one of component how women trafficking happened. 
b. Forms of coercion: is violence obtained by the victims as psychological, 
physical and emotional. In Datum 5 in this section described the physical 
abuse by police UN to one of the victims, it was seen when Khety described 
the forms of coercion in her latter. Khety said: I have taken statement from a 
women, describing their physical, psychological and emotional torture. (The 
Whistleblower movie/D5/01:30:38- 01:30:40) 
Based on the Khety statement above, can be describe what Khety felt when 
she was interview all of the victims and can be concluded the form of 
coercion is one component of women trafficking. 
c.  Abduction: is one of other forms of violence often conducted by trafficker. In 
Datum 6 In this section described the chronology of abduction, the conflict in 
this chronology starts when Irka and Natalya Verbova/Raya runs away from 
sex trafficking in Florida Bar, They have many injuries in their body and their 
face. They are persecuted by the trafficker (agent of military), Raya tells about 
Florida Bar to Khety, the place where she get persecuting and prostitutions. 
Khety was angry and told to Raya for telling the truth in the court so that the 
trafficker get punishment, but Raya and Irka felt afraid because the trafficker 
will kill them if they are back into the Bar. But, Khety promise to protect 
them, so Raya and Irka want to speak honest in the court. But when Viko( 
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Viko Mezovic is a policeman who helps Kathryn Bolcovac to solve Zlata 
Sehik’s case about violence) brings Raya back with his van, suddenly some 
van strike Viko’s van from outside and force Raya to get out from the van. 
And the trafficker beat Raya and said: Trafficker: where’s the other girl? 
she’s not here, let’s go. (The Whistleblower movie/D6/00:53:25- 00:53:30) 
The explanation above can be concluded that how the trafficker abduction the 
victim for saves their crime, and it is the component of women trafficking. 
 
d. Abuse of power or a position of vulnerability is one way that usually used by  
the trafficker such as military involvement in moving the victims to the 
border. In Datum 7 describes the actions of IPTF, which is basically 
exploiting some of the victim. It was seen when Khety made interview in 
Zenica and get several information from the victims about the complicity 
IPTF, which send all the victims across the border into Bosnia. When she was 
meet with Madeleine Rees( Madeleine Rees is a woman who work in The 
High Commissioner for Human Rights for Bosnia)  Khety said: IPTF are 
actually trafficking girls and bringing them across the border, and it is not 
just IPTF, this involves all kinds of international from military officers to 
diplomats.(The Whistleblower movie/D7/01:03:21- 01:03:26) 
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 The explanation above can be described how IPTF as a trafficker used the 
power of position to bring the victims across the border and it’s the 
component of women trafficking. 
e.  Giving or receiving of payments or benefits to one achieve the consent of a 
person having control over women: is one form of exploitation with omit   
someone freedoms. In Datum 8, described how Ivan that has same rights and 
power over victims of trafficking to sells one of the victims to clientele. It was 
seen in the conversation when Ivan (Ivan is the Boss in the Florida bar and 
has authority for all of victims) sold the victim to clientele. 
Clientele: Ivan, come, how much do want me to pay for these girls, to take 
home? 
Ivan: you want to take home? it is ten times normal, it is three thousand 
each.(The Whistleblower movie/D8/01:16:13- 01:16:17) 
The explanation above described how to the trafficker sold the victim because   
he has an authority to the victims. And the writer concluded that it’s one of 
component of women trafficking. 
Base on the component in means the writer only found five components as 
follow: threat or use of force, other forms of coercion, abduction, abuse of 
power or a position of vulnerability, giving or receiving of payments or 
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over women. 
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 Purpose is the aim of the trafficker to make the victims for, and it is divided 
into four parts as follow: exploitation including, as a minimum, the exploitation of 
women for prostitution or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, 
slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs. 
a. Exploitation of women for prostitution, is one form of exploitation that 
usually used by the trafficker which is make the victims become prostitutes, 
In Datum 9, this section described the chronology of sales negotiations which 
means prostitution. It was seen when clientele asking the price of that girl to 
Ivan.  
Clientele: Ivan, come, how much do want me to pay for these girls, to take 
home? 
Ivan: you want to take home? it is ten times normal, it is three thousand 
each.(The Whistleblower movie/D9/01:16:13- 01:16:37) 
The conversation above describe how Ivan and clientele doing negotiation 
about the victim how was makes a prostitution,  
Base on the explanation above the writer concluded that Exploitation of 
women for prostitution is the component of women trafficking.  
b. Force Labor or service is one form of violence sexualities is often happens in 
women trafficking. In Datum 10 this section described how the victims forced 
to sex service the military members. It was seen when Khety concluded all of 
her investigations and write into a latter. In her letter, she said: on arriving in 
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Bosnia, these women are sold, and force to provide sexual services, (The 
Whistleblower movie/D10/02:30:49- 02:30:50) 
Based on the treatment above, the writer concluded that Force Labor or  sex 
service are some component that exist in the women trafficking.  
c. Slavery or similarly service to slavery is contemporary form of slavery where 
the victims get some job but did not receive a payment. Datum 11 this section 
described about physical torture with the form of slavery coercion, it was seen 
when Khety make an investigation in Zenica. In the situation Khety met the 
head of Zenica and she found several information. The head of Zenica told her 
That all of girls were abduction and sold, and they must work of their debt so 
they will be let go but they never are.(The Whistleblower 
movie/D11/00:32:14- 00:32:36) 
 It is happened since the war has ended. Khety also found Raya but she is ill, 
Raya has bad infection because the nurse found coins inside her body because 
of the violence she gets from the trafficker. The head of Zenica said: like you 
saw, they are not prostitutions, they are slaves treated like dogs.(The 
Whistleblower movie/D12/00:33:42- 00:33:49.) 
The explanation above can be concluded about how the practice of slavery 
happened in this movie, and it’s one of component that exists in women 
trafficking.  
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Base on the component in purpose above the writer only found three 
components as follow:  the exploitation of women for prostitution or other 
forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices 
similar to slavery. 
 Base on the discussion above the writer concluded that the components and 
process of women trafficking only have same in the action, while the mans, and 
purpose are discussion about the components of women trafficking   
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter consists of two parts. The first part deals with the conclusion of 
the findings and discussion and the other part deals with suggestion.  
A. Conclusions  
 Based on the finding and discussion of the previous chapter, the writer comes 
to the following conclusions:  
1. The components of women trafficking there are fourteen components such as  
the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receiving of women,  
threat or use of force, other forms of coercion, abduction, deception, abuse of 
power or a position of vulnerability, giving or receiving of payments or 
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over women,  
exploitation of women for prostitution or other forms of sexual exploitation, 
forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or 
the removal of organs, but after analyzed the movie the writer not found three 
of them such as: receiving of women, deception, and the last servitude or the 
removal of organs. 
2. While the Process of Women trafficking in the Whistleblower movie divided 
into four process as follows: recruitment, transportation, transfer, and 
receiving of women, but after analyzed the movie the writer only found three 
of them such as: recruitment, transportation, transfer. 
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a. Actions: the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receiving of 
women 
b. Means: threat or use of force, other forms of coercion, abduction, fraud, 
deception, abuse of power or a position of vulnerability, giving or receiving 
of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control 
over women; and 
c. Purpose: exploitation including, as a minimum, the exploitation of women 
for prostitution or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or 
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of 
organs. 
B. Suggestions  
 Based on the conclusion above, the writer suggests to:  
a. For those who are interested in studying literature, this study may contribute 
to the students in enjoying works, especially the movie. However, this study is 
still far from the perfection since it actually discusses only a small part of the 
whole aspects that a literary study can be covered. Therefore, the writer of this 
thesis proposes of the following suggestion for other researchers who might 
conduct further research on the same movie.  
b.  For the next researcher who uses The Whistleblower movie to be researched, 
they may do research in other aspect of this movie such us: feminism, the 
heroism and The Cause of women trafficking happened in the movie.  
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c.  For the reader of this research, this movie proves the fact that every society 
has system and social problems. Therefore, we should not be surprised to face 
some of the problem in our societies, but we have to face it like a man and 
solve for the problem.  
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